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1 Integrated physics optimization of a quasi�isody�
namic (qi) stellarator with poloidally closed contours
of the magnetic field strength has led to a promising
high�β (〈β〉 ~ 0.1) stellarator configuration, [1]. In this
context it is worthwhile to investigate whether the
high�β plasma state can be reached from a low�β
plasma state without major configurational changes.
The demonstration of this useful property is the pur�
pose of this brief communication.

To this end, the following procedure is adopted.
The high�β configuration is completely specified by its
boundary shape and its pressure profile; there is no net
toroidal current on its magnetic surfaces since the
bootstrap current has been optimized to be negligible
(for the relation between quasi�isodynamicity and
bootstrap current see, e.g., the Appendix). To find a
corresponding low�β equilibrium, a small β has been
selected (〈β〉 ~ 0.025) and a re�optimization has been
undertaken to establish similar plasma properties as in
the high�β case. The result is that such properties are
obtained at a boundary shape close to that of the high�
β case which proves the assertion.

The main objective of the re�optimization has been
to establish a low�β equilibrium which avoids low�
order rational values of rotational transform (i.e., in
the situation considered here, ι = 6/6 and ι = 6/7) and,
simultaneously, avoidance of these values for the same
boundary considered as a vacuum�field flux surface.

In the following, the result of this re�optimization
is described in some detail. Figure 1 shows a compari�
son of the two plasma boundaries. The main differ�
ences are slightly stronger indentation and slightly less
triangularity of the high�β case. The rotational trans�
form profiles are seen in Fig. 2 and show that plasma
boundaries quite close to each other keep the rota�
tional transform in the interval [6/7, 6/6] in the whole

1 The article was translated by the authors.

range of β values considered, 0 < 〈β〉 < 0.09. The phys�
ical situation underlying this property can be seen in
Fig. 3. Although the aspect ratio of the configuration is
≈12, the toroidal effect seen in the strength of B,

namely B1, 0/B0, 0, and in the Jacobian , namely

/ , expressed in magnetic coordinates
corresponds to A > 30 and A > 40, respectively.

So, it remains to be shown that the MHD�stability
and the neoclassical properties of the low�β case are
favorable, too. As to the MHD stability, local�balloon�
ing stability holds at half the normalized toroidal flux,
which has to be compared to the slightly unstable situ�
ation in the high�β case (see Fig. 11 of [1]). As for the
neoclassical properties, the structural characteristics
of the magnetic field strength of the high�β case are
well preserved. The contours of B on magnetic surfaces
are poloidally closed (see Fig. 4). The surfaces of con�
stant B = const (see Fig. 5) do no longer enclose a true
local minimum of B (see Fig. 4 of [1]) but except for a
small fraction of very deeply reflected particles, most
reflected particles see concave surfaces of B = const.
Accordingly, quasi�isodynamicity, as judged from the
contours of the second adiabatic invariant (see Fig. 6),
prevails in the plasma core. This situation is reflected
in the collisionless α�particle confinement which is
compared in Fig. 7. The loss occurring in the low�β
case, although significantly larger than in the high�β
case, is still less than 4% in 1 s flight time. Only a small
fraction of it occurs as prompt loss and the contours of
the second adiabatic invariant (see Fig. 6) show that
this loss consists of the very deeply trapped particles
not considered in Fig. 6, because these particles are
not confined in a true local minimum of B as in the
high�β case. From the point of view of energetic parti�
cles impinging on material surfaces this prompt loss is
of course irrelevant, because the plasma does not have
to be in fusion conditions in this type of configuration
at such a low β value. In keeping with this still remark�
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Fig. 1. Cross�sections of flux surfaces in the two symmetry planes half a period apart and in between these two at a quarter of a
period. Heavy lines show boundaries of the high�β case, thin lines those of the low�β case.
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Fig. 2. Rotational transform profiles vs. toroidal�flux label
for the high�β (curve 1), low�β (curve 2) cases, additionally
the low�β boundary evaluated at zero β (curve 3).
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able collisionless confinement behavior, the neoclassi�
cal transport as characterized by the equivalent ripple
is similar in the outer part of the confinement volume

and even smaller in the plasma core in the low�β case,
see Fig. 8. Finally, Fig. 9 shows that the property of
very small bootstrap current is preserved, too.
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Fig. 4. Contours of B on the magnetic surface at half the plasma radius.
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Fig. 5. Surfaces of constant magnetic field strength and the plasma column at a third of the average plasma radius.
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Fig. 6. Contours of J in the low�β configuration obtained for different values of B, Bref, at which trapped particles are reflected;
1—near the minimum of B, 6—near the maximum of B.
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Fig. 7. Loss histories of 1000 α�particles started at half of the plasma radius and randomly distributed in the angular variables and
the pitch angle. Normalization: plasma volume 103 m3, magnetic field 5 T. Each symbol marks the loss of one particle. The
straight lines indicate the fractions of reflected particles. Circles and broken line refer to the high�β, squares and thick line to the
low�β case.
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APPENDIX

Here, a more complete proof of the relation
between quasi�isodynamicity and bootstrap current is
given than in [1]. For convenience, the first part of the
appendix in [1] is repeated. Consider a net current free
MHD equilibrium with poloidally closed contours of
the field strength B and a single minimum and a single
maximum of B per period. It seems that such an equi�
librium is most intuitively described by the non�peri�
odic invariant coordinate system Ft, θ0, B with Ft the
toroidal flux labeling the magnetic surfaces and θ0

labeling the fieldlines. Then, B = ∇Ft × ∇θ0 = r,B,

so that B  =  with l the length along the field line

and B ⋅ ∇B =  = B/ . The increment of θ0 in one

period comparing two equivalent space points is ∆θ0 =
ιperiod.

With J the second adiabatic invariant and the
assumption J = J(Ft) for all reflection values Bref =

=  one sees from

1
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equivalent to the omnigenity condition found in [3].
Hence, in particular, l+(B, θ0) + l–(B, θ0) = L(B) with
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Also,

with ,  the lengths from Bmin to  and .

In addition, because of Jt = 0, on each rational
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with Np the number of periods and Jp the poloidal cur�

rent per period, so that  = Jp. On the other

hand, for Jt = 0, the orthogonals to the fieldlines in the

magnetic surfaces are closed and Jp =  between

any two points on the same magnetic surface on two
orthogonals one period apart. Starting the integration
from an intersection θ0, 1 of an orthogonal to B with a
Bmax line one sees that, after one period, the corre�
sponding orthogonal must intersect the corresponding
Bmax line at θ0, 1 + ιperiod, too. Repeating this process
shows a Bmax line to be an orthogonal to the fieldlines.

In the evaluations of j|| from MHD equilibrium and
of the bootstrap current from driftkinetics, functions X
occur which obey magnetic differential equations of
the type

This equation takes the form

Because of the vanishing longitudinal current and the
poloidally closed contours of B

so that

Since the current density lies in the magnetic surfaces
the loop integral connecting neighboring fieldlines
(separated by dθ0) via the contours of B on a magnetic
surface at equal values of B

(where quasi�isodynamicity leads to cancellation of
the contributions parallel to B), so that

Therefore, choosing the boundary condition
X(Bmax) = 0,

X+ = X– = X,

with

So, the increment of X vanishes. In particular, the
increment of j||/B vanishes so that the current density
lines are closed within one period between the Bmax

lines.
Similarly, because of

the increment per period of Ft for passing particles.
∆Ft, vanishes, too, so that the drift surfaces of passing
particles and the magnetic surfaces osculate at the Bmax

contours.
The volume average of X between neighboring sur�

faces is proportional to .

Because of

this integral vanishes. Thus the volume averages of X
and XF(B) with an arbitrary function F(B) vanish. As a
consequence the bs current in the lmfp regime (see,
e.g., [4]) vanishes.
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